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1

Introduction

In [14], we introduced the notion of an elliptic pair (M,F) on a complex manifold
X. Recall that this is the data of a (let us say, right) coherent X>x-module M and
an IR-constructible sheaf F (more precisely, objects of derived categories), these data
satisfying:
char(AI) H SS(F) c T£X,
(1.1)
where char(X) is the characteristic variety of M, SS(F) is the micro-support of F,
(defined in [7]), and Tj^X is the zero-section of the cotangent bundle to X. More
generally, if / : X —> Y is a morphism of complex manifolds, we defined the notion of
an /-elliptic pair, replacing in (1.1) char(jM) by char/(A<), the relative characteristic
variety.
In [14], we give four basic results on elliptic pairs: we prove afinitenesstheorem
(coherence of the direct images of F ® M, assuming (M, F) is an /-elliptic pair with
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proper support), a duality theorem (in the above situation, duality commutes with
direct images), a Kunneth formula and we prove that microlocalization commutes with
direct images.
In this second paper on elliptic pairs, expanding results announced in [12, 13], we
will attach a cohomology class to (M, F) and prove an index formula. More precisely,
let A0 — char(A^), Ai = SS{F), let dx — dim^X and denote by ux the dualizing
complex on X (hence UJX — (Ex[2dx]5 since X is oriented). Assuming (M F) is elliptic,
we construct a cohomology class:
Heu(M,F) e H%*Al(T*X; <ST.X) (~ <+Al(T*X;ir~V))
that we call the "microfocal Euler class" of (M,F). This class is constructed using a
diagonal procedure, like in the proof of the Lefschetz formula for constructible sheaves
by Kashiwara [6] (see also [7, Chapter IX]), but working here in the framework of
P-modules. Set for short:
fieu(M) = iie\i(M,<Ex),
/xeu(F) = /xeu(fix, F).
Then the two main results of this paper may be stated as follows.
1) One has the formula:
fie\i(M,F) = fieu(M) *M /zeu(F),

(1.2)

where the operation *M:
< ( r X ; 7 r - W ) x HKT'X;*-1^)

—* < + A l ( r X ; 7 r - V )

is defined by integration along thefibersof the map:
s : T*X xx T*X — T*X, s(x;6,6) = (x;6 + 6)
(this map is proper, thanks to the ellipticity hypothesis).
2) Assume (M,F) is /-elliptic with proper support. One knows by [14] that /,(F0
M) is X>y-coherent, and we prove the formula:
/ieu(/,(F0^)) = f^eu(M,F),

(1.3)

where /M is the morphism:
< + A l ( f X ; i - W ) — ^(/,-1(Ao+Al)(rr;7r-V)
deduced from the integration morphism Rf\ux —> vy, (see [7, Chapter IX, §3]).
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These two theorems will be proved along the same lines as the corresponding results
for constructible sheaves (see [7]). We will use various commutative diagrams in derived
categories to express the compatibility of the functors involved, and as usual in these
matters we do not distinguish between commutative and anti-commutative diagrams.
Hence the results should be understood up to sign.
Using these two formulas, wefindin particular that if (M, F) is an elliptic pair with
compact support, then:
X(Rr(X; F®M®^X

OX)) = T*x »eu(M) U /xeu(F)

(1.4)

where x(') denotes the Euler-Poincare index and U the cup product.
If M is a real analytic compact manifold and X is a complexification of M, then
(A4, (EM) is an elliptic pair if and only if M is elliptic on M in the usual sense. Hence
formula (1.4) is similar to the Atiyah-Singer formula [1].
By formula (1.2), we see that to compute iie\i(M,F), it is enough to compute
separately ^eu(.M) and fien(F). It is easily shown that fien(F) is nothing but the
"characteristic cycle" of F constructed by Kashiwara (loc. cit.). This is a Lagrangian
cycle whose calculation is made at generic points and thus offers no difficulties (see [7,
Chapter IX, §3]). Hence the remaining problem is to understand fj,e\i(M). At this step
our results are essentially conjectural. Assume M is endowed with a goodfiltrationand
denote by crA(A4) the image of gr(M) in the Grothendieck group of coherent OT+Xmodules supported by A, the characteristic variety of M. In the last section we make
the two following conjectures (1.5) and (1.6) below:
[chA(aA(M)) U 7T*tdx(TX)}j = 0 for j > 2dx

(1.5)

where chA(-) and tdx(TX) denote as usual the local Chern character with support in
A and the Todd class of X, respectively, and
is the homogeneous part of degree j
in ekH£(T*Xi<Er*x),
fieu(M) = [chA(aA{M)) U n*tdx{TX)]2dx.

(1.6)

As an evidence for these conjectures, we prove that both sides of (1.6) are compatible
to proper direct images, external products and non-characteristic inverse images, and
moreover they coincide in the two extreme cases where M is holonomic or is induced
by a coherent Ox-module.
The Atiyah-Singer theorem, in its K-theoretical version, has recently been general
ized to the relative case by Boutet de Monvel and Malgrange [3]. Our results provide a
relative index formula in the cohomological setting, and the proof of the above conjec
tures would give a precise link with the Atiyah-Singer theorem. We hope to come back
to these conjectures in a next future.
2

Review on sheaves

In this section, wefixsome notations and recall a few results of [7].
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Let X be a real analytic manifold. One denotes by r : TX —• X and n : T*X —•
X the tangent and cotangent bundles to X, respectively. If Y is a submanifold of X, one
denotes by TyX and TYX the normal and conormal bundles to F in X, respectively.
In particular, T£Xdenotes the zero-section of T*Xy that ones identifies to X. If A is a
subset of T*X, one denotes by Aa its image by the antipodal map.
One denotes by 8 : X <—• X x X the diagonal embedding, and we identify X to
its image A and T*X to T±(X x X) by the first projection defined on X x X and
T\X x X) ~ T*X x T*X, respectively.
If X and V are two manifolds, one denotes by q\ and q2 the first and second projec
tion defined on X x Y.
One denotes by T>(X) the derived category of the category of sheaves of (C-vector
spaces, and by Db(X) the full triangulated subcategory consisting of objects with
bounded cohomology. If Z is a subset of X, one denotes by <Ez the sheaf on X which
is constant with stalk (C on Z and zero on X \ Z.
One denotes by orx the orientation sheaf on X and by UJX the dualizing complex
on X. Hence:
UJX — orx [dim X]
where dimX is the real dimension of X. More generally, if / is a morphism from X to
Y, one denotes by LJX/Y the relative dualizing complex. Hence:
Wx/Y - Ux <S> f Wy •
One denotes by / 1,Rf*,Rf\,f\®,RHom the usual classical operations on sheaves
and we denote by [x] the external product. We shall use the two duality functors:
D'XF = KHom(F, <EX),
DXF = RHom(F, шх).

(2.1)
(2.2)

If there is no risk of confusion, we write D' or D instead of D'x or DXIf F is an object of Db(X), one denotes by SS(F) its micro-support, defined in [7], a
closed conic involutive subset of T*X. Moreover, we shall use the functor fiM of Sato's
microlocalization along M. Recall that for F in T>h(X)
snppfiM(F)cT*MXnSS(F).
Now, recall that an object F of Db(X) is called weakly Ht-constructible (w-IR-constructible, for short) if there is a subanalytic stratification X = \JaXa such that for all a, all
j , the sheaves Hj(F)\xa are locally constant. If moreover, for each x G l , each j e Z,
the stalk Hj(F)x is finite dimensional, one says that F is IR-constructible. One denotes
by DW-JR-C(X) (resp. D^_C(X)) the full triangulated subcategory of T>b(X) consisting
of w-IR-constructible (resp. IR-constructible) objects. It follows from the involutivity
of the micro-support that F is w-IR-constructible if and only if SS(F) is a closed conic
subanalytic Lagrangian subset of T*X.
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Let / : X —• Y be a morphism of real analytic manifolds. To / one associates the
maps:
TX —>XxYTY

—• TY,

(2.3)

T*X <— X xy T*Y —• T*Y.

(2.4)

One says that / is non-characteristic with respect to a closed conic subset A of T*Y if:
/-X(A) n %f-\TxX) CXxY TYY.

(2.5)

Let F 6 T>b(X), G e Db(y). Recall that:
(i) if / is non-characteristic with respect to SS(G), then:
SSif-'G) c tf'f^SSiG),

(2.6)

(ii)) if / is proper on supp(F), then:
SS(Rf.F) c tff-1 (SS(F)),

(2.7)

SS(FmG) C SS(F) x SS{G).

(2.8)

(iii) one has:
Finally, let us recall some microlocal constructions of [7, Chapter IX] that we shall use.
Let Ax and Ay be two closed conic subsets of T*X and T*Y, respectively, and
consider the diagram:
T*X< *f
7Tx
X

X xY T*Y

f* )T*Y

7Г

X

7Ty
/

Y

Set for short:
/.(Ax) = ///'-'(Ax),
/"(Ay) = 77._1(Ay).

(2.9)
(2.10)

a) Assume / is proper on T£X fl Ax, (or equivalently, fr is proper on Ax)- Using the
morphism:
Rf^TT^ux —• KylRf\Ljx —>flyW ,
(2-H)
we get the morphisms, for all j G 1L\
f„ : H{x(T*X;7T-VY) — Hff,.1(Ax)(X xY T*Y;TTW)
— Hlfx {Ax)(rY;n-^).
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b) Assume / is non-characteristic for Ay (i.e., */' is proper on fn ^Ay)). Using the
natural morphism (see [7]):
i?7V"7~ V

— TT^W,

(2.13)

we get for all j G2, the morphisms:
/":ffiy(rr;*-V)

—
ff;_1(Ay)(XxrT*y;ir-1/-W)
—» ^^(T-XjTr-'wx).

(2.14)

Note that the morphism (2.13) may also be obtained as follows. On a manifold Z, there
is a natural isomorphism: TT^1UZ — ^T*Z/Z- Hence we have the chain of morphisms:
ñ 7 > - 7 - VF-1WY^ I?f'\f«Vl*Y/Y
~ tff'lUxxYT'Y/X
—• Шт*Х/Х
- TT^ÜÜX.

c) Using the natural isomorphism:
W X X WY = WX x Y !
we get the morphism:
H : H{X(T*X;«-1CJX) xHKAY( T ^ Y ; ^ 1 ^ W Y )

— H{+*AJT*X x Y; Tr-Wxy).

(2.15)

d) Let Ao and Ai be two closed conic subsets of T*X satisfying:
Ago Ax cT£X.

(2.16)

Setting:
*M = £M o [x]
we get a morphism:
*„ : H{0{T*X;*-^X) x fl^T'X; T-1 Wy — ^Hj+kAl(T*X;7r"W).

(2.17)

Note that the morphism *M (which is not the cup-product) may also be defined as the
composite of:
H{0(T*X;n-^x) x ^ ( T ^ T T - V )
C x A , (T*X xx T*X; TT" V ® Wjc)
0*x
Hi+k A+a1 (T* Xi tt-1 Wx)

(2.18)

4Í

where 6; is associated to the embedding T*X x x T*X —• T*X x T*X and % to the
map
T*X y.xT*X—*TrX,(x;E1,E2)—(xiE1+E2).
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3

Euler class of elliptic pairs

From now on, all manifolds and morphisms of manifolds are complex analytic. If X
is a complex manifold, we shall often identify X and X51, the real analytic underlying
manifold. We shall also identify (T*X)R with T*X^, as in [7]. We denote by dx the
complex dimension of X. Hence,
dimXR = 2(fr.
Since X is oriented, we identify the orientation sheaf orx with the constant sheaf (Ex,
and the dualizing complex UJX with (Cx[2dx]We denote by Ox the sheaf of holomorphic functions on X, byft,xthe sheaf of holo
morphic dx-forms and by Vx the sheaf of rings of (finite order) holomorphic differential
operators on X. If Y is another complex manifold and if T is a sheaf of (9xxy-modules,
one sets:
F'(0,dy)= F a 1 OYq2 lQY,
and one defines similarly J*dxfl) or T{dx4Y\
We shall follow the notations of [7] for D-modules. In particular, Mod(Vx) denotes
the category of left £>x-rnodules, *D(Vx) its derived category, and D^oh(Vx) the full
triangulated subcategory of T>(Vx) consisting of complexes with bounded and coherent
cohomology. Replacing Vx by V^, we have similar notations for right £>x-modules. In
fact, if there is no risk of confusion, we shall often make no differences between right
and left ^-modules and write Vx instead of VxIn the sequel, we will often need to work with bimodule structures. Let k be a field.
Recall that if A and B arefc-algebras,giving a left (A,£?)-bimodule structure on an
abelian group M is equivalent to give M a structure of a left A <g>k E-module. Using
this point of view it is easy to extend to bimodules the notions and notations defined
usually for modules. For example, we will denote by Mod(Vx\s ® Vx\s) the category
of left Px|5-bimodules and by D(Z>x|s 0 VX\s) the corresponding derived category.
The characteristic variety of an object M of D^oh(Vx) is denoted by char(A^). This
is a closed conic involutive analytic subset of T*X [10], and we have the formula [7,
Theorem 11.3.3]:
char(-M) = SS(M <8>£x Ox).
(3.1)
As usual, one denotes by Bz\x the simple holonomic left Dx-module associated to a
closed complex submanifold Z of X. We denote by F-1, f1 S the operations of inverse
image, proper direct image, and external product for P-modules, and we denote by Dx
the dualizing functor. Recall that if M is a right £>x-module, then
Dx(M) = RHamVx(M,K;x)
where
KX = Ox [dx] OoX DX
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as a right Vx 0 Vx -module. Notice the isomorphism of Vx 0 Z^F-modules:
b(Vx ^ B>(04x)
'A\XxX'
which induces the isomorphism of V°x 0 V°x'-modules:

(3.2)

(dx,dx)
6\Kx ^ BA|
XxX*
By this isomorphism, Kx is naturally endowed with a structure of a right 8~lVxxx~
module and
&Xx = S\Qx[dx]Let us recall the notion of an elliptic pair introduced in [14].
Definition 3.1 An elliptic pair (M,F) on X is the data of M G D|?oh(£>^) and
F e Dk_c(X) satisfying:
char(X) n SS(F) c T*XX.
The same definition holds for left X>x-modules.
Proposition 3.2 Let (M,F)
phisms:

be an elliptic pair on X. Then there are canonical mor

(i) 6\KHomVx(F®M,F®M) —> (F® M)Щ(D'F <g>DM)OLDXXXOx*x,
(ii) F®MmD'F <g> DM ®¿xxx Oxxx —> 6,шх.
Proof: (i) Let T>x denote the ring of infinite order holomorphic differential operators.
Sato's isomorphism:
DK = O!(o
O dx)[dx]
'XxX
entails the morphism:
SiDx —• O,(0,dx)
XxX'[dx]-

(3.3)

Set for short:
V = F®M.
Applying the functor qilV ®qL-i<Dx ' to (3.3), then the functor RHomq-\Vx{q2lV, •),

and using the isomorphism:
6,RHomVx(V,P) ~ KHomq¿iVx{q;1V,6l'P),
we get the morphism:
6\RHomVx(V ,V) —• RHomq-iVx
(fe1P/q-1P®,ri.q1
DXc o
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Then:
RHomq-iVx {q^V, q?V ®^Vx 0{^x}[dx})
~ RHomiq^F, RHomq-,Vx (q^M, q?V ®^Vx Of^[dx]))
~ RHom{q^F, VmRxM ®£xEPx Oxxx)
~ RHomiq^F, VMD_XM <8%XxX 0XxX).
The micro-support of VMD_XM ®£x 0XxX is contained in T*X x char(A4), hence
it intersects SS(q2~lF) inside the zero-section of T*(X x X). Using [7, Prop. 5.4.14],
we get the isomorphisms:
RHom(q2 1F,VM DXM ®%x%x 0XxX)
—

q^D'F ® [vmDxM ®%xxx 0XxX]
(F®M)M(D'F® DM) ®%xxx 0XxX.

(ii) Set for short:
Lx = (F®M)m (D'F ® AM)OLdX,x0XxX

(3.4)

Using the £>xxx-hnear morphism:
F®M№D'F®DM

—>6\KX>

we get the sequence of morphisms:
Lx —• S\ICx ®vXxX °XxX
* №x[dx] ®£XxX Ox*x
^
^

Si [nx[dx] ®£x Vx^xxx ®i-iVxxX 6~lc,xxx
№x[dx\®ixOx

~ 6\U)X-

Using the morphisms defined in the preceding proposition, we can now construct
the microlocal Euler class of the elliptic pair (M>F). Set:
A = char(JW) + SS(F)
Then SS(LX) C A x A° where Lx is defined in (3.4), and
supp(/xA£x) C A.
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By paraphrasing Kashiwara's construction of the characteristic cycle of IR-constructible
sheaves, [6], we obtain the sequence of morphisms:
KHomv (F®M,F®

M)

— • 8LLX
~

R^LLALX

~ R7r*RTA^ALX
—• R-K*RTKLLA8\UJX

~

R7r*RTA7r UJx>

Applying H°KT(X; •), we find the morphism:
RomVx(F®M,F®M)

#£(T*X; TT"1^).

(3.5)

(Recall that
#°(T*X;7r-V) ^ H2Adx(T*X;<ET*x)-)
Definition 3.3 Let (M, F) be an elliptic pair. The image of idF®M by the morphism
(3.5) is the microlocal Euler class of {M,F)
l*u(M,F) e *Cr<A<)+5s<F)Cr*X;7r-V)
Its restriction to the zero-section of T*X is the Euler class of (A4,F)
eu(M,F) e H^pp{M)nsupp{F)(X]ux)
If M is a left Vx-module, we define the microlocal Euler class of (M, F) as being that
of (Qx ®ox -M,F). We also introduce the following notations. For M € D^oh(Vx) and
F e D ^ J U ) , we set:
fieu(M) = /xeu(A^,(Cx),
/xeu(F) = /xeu(f2x,F).
4

T h e product formula

Let (M,F) be an elliptic pair on the complex manifold X. Set:
A0 = char(A<), AX = SS(F).
Then:
^eu(M) G flS0(rX;7r-V),
/xeu(F) G ^ ( r ^ T T - W ) ,
/ieu(M,F) G ^ ^ ( r ^ T r - W ) .
The operation *M being that defined in §2, the aim of this section is to prove:
70
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Theorem 4.1 Let (M, F) be an elliptic pair. Then:
fieu(M, F) = fieu(M) *M fie\i(F)
The proof decomposes into several steps. In Proposition 4.2 below, and its proof, X
will denote a real analytic manifold. In this statement and its proof as well as in the
proof of Theorem 5.1, we shall not write the symbol "R" of derived functors, for short;
e.g. Hom('} •) means RHom(', •), 7r* means ifor*, etc.
We denote by X{ (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) a copy of X and we write
(X x X) x (X x X) = Xx x X2 x X3 x XA.
For J C {1,2,3,4} and any set Z, we introduce the notation
Sij: J] Xe x Z^
l[X£xZ
ieJ\{j}
teJ
for the diagonal embedding sending (xi)tej\{jy to (xi)eej with Xj — Xi. Similarly, we
introduce the notation
Sijk: II Xi x Z^
HXiXZ
ieJ\{j,k}
eeJ
for the diagonal embedding sending (x^^j^j^} to (xt)eej with Xj — Xk = X{. If there
is noriskof confusion, we simply write 5 for any of these morphisms.
On a product, we denote by </* the projection to Xi.
We shall make a frequent use of the morphism of functors
6-/ —+61J&UX.

(4.1)

Now, we assume to be given:
F e dr-CPO>

G e Db(X), H € Bb(X x X).

We set:
K = G\x\DF
A0 = SS(K), AX = SS{H)
Ai = Tl(X xX)nAu

t = 0,1

We identify T^(X x X) to T*X by the first projection. We shall assume:
AonAJcIJ^XxX).
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Proposition 4.2 The diagrams below commute.
Hom(F, G)®8XH

• Hom(F, G ® 8XH)
(1)

6-K®8-H-

>Hom{F,8\qîlG®H))
(2)

8\K®H®wx-1)
* 7r.rAo+Al/iA(X 0 H 0 a;|_1)

7r.rAo/XA# 0 7T.rAl/XA#

First, we state three lemmas whose proofs are easy verifications left to the reader.
Lemma 4.3 The diagram:
Hom{F, G) ® 8'H

• Hom(F, G ® 8'H)
Hom{F,8\q?G®H))

is isomorphic to:
6£6\MK

m H)

• 8[26^8l3i{K m H)
01 02 013-1 (K X H)

Note that the morphisms
^131^12

Y ^12^13

or
*13l534 > 614*131
are defined as follows. Consider a cartesian square:
z
Zi
yi
A2
M2
^2
^12
Ml
Then we have the natural morphism:
P2 1 0 Ai —• fi[ o A2 1
defined by:
ßvß2 1 ^ i — ^ 2 — *1^2l-—2-1.
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Lemma 4.4 The diagram below commutes:
6\26[46^ (К Ш Н)O0-1
WX a

6\26[46^ (К Ш Н)
P

7

8[234(K№H)®UJx
Moreover, assuming (4.2), a, ¡3 and 7 are isomorphisms.
Note that a is defined through:
024 -1 O WX0-1 — 024
and
¿Í2¿24 -¿Í2¿14>
and 7 is defined through:
¿13 ¿24 ® Cjf

• ¿'13*24 ® ^X-

Lemma 4.5 The diagram below commutes:
6\26[46^ (К Ш Н)

6\26[46^ (К Ш Н)
0\1 2344 (К X Н) O WX

Proof of Proposition 4.2: Diagram (1) obviously commutes. To prove that (2) com
mutes, we decompose it in the diagram below, after applying Lemma 4.3:
8-K ® 6'H

6\26[46^ (К Ш Н)
(6)
(3)

8\234(K\x]H)®ux

(5) 6\2(K ® H <g> wf-1)

(4)
TT.rAo+AiMA^®^®^-1 AH

TT.rAo+AiMA^®^®^-1)

In this diagram, the sub-diagram (6) commutes by Lemma 4.5, the sub-diagram (5)
commutes by Lemma 4.4, the sub-diagram (4) commutes by [7, Prop. 4.3.5] and the
sub-diagram (3) obviously commutes. Hence the full diagram commutes.
•
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Proof of Theorem 4.1: We shall apply Proposition 4.2 with G = F, H = M [xj
HM 0 ^ x Oxxx (hence K — F\x\DF). Note that we have trace morphisms:
К —• 6\ÜÜXÍ

H

• SiLüx-

Consider the diagrams:
•HomVx(F®M,F®M)

Hom(F,F)®'HomVx{M,M)
(7)
Hom(F,F)®6lH8-K 0 8-H

Hom(F, F ® 8-H)
(5!(iT0^0o;|-1)

(8)

7r*rAo/iA^ 0 7r*rAl/XA# "

• 7r.rAo+AiMA(^ 0 # 0 ^f"1)
(9)

• 7r.rAo+AiMA(^ 0 # 0 ^f"1) DX

> 7r.rAo+AiMA(*!^X 0 à\UX 0 - 1 )

(10)
7T.rAo7r lUX 0 7T.rAl7r 1Wx

^7Г*ГЛо+Л17Г lLüx

Diagrams (7) and (10) obviously commute, diagram (8) commutes by Proposition 4.2
and diagram (9) commutes since it is obtained by applying the morphism of functors:
7T.rAo/iA(-) 0 7T+rAl/XA(-)

• 7T*rAo+Al)UA(- ® ' ®

obtained from [7, Prop. 4.3.5] to K —• 8\u)x and H —• 8\UJX- To conclude the proof, it
remains to notice that the sequence of morphisms in the second column of the preceding
diagrams (7) and (8) is the same as the morphism
6{Hom(F 0 M,F 0 M) —+ K 0 H 0 UJ%~1 = Lx
obtained in 3.2. Then, applying H°Rr(X] •) to the preceding diagram, we find the
commutative diagram:
Hom(F, F) 0 HomPx(M,M) •

H°AO(T*X; IT-'LJX) 0 H°AI(T*X;IT-1LJX) •
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5

The direct image formula

Let / : X —• Y be a morphism of complex manifolds, and let (M, F) be an elliptic pair
on X. Under suitable conditions that we shall recall now, it is proved in [14] that the
direct image /,(F <g> M) belongs to Dcoh(£V). The aim of this section is to prove that
in this situation, the microlocal Euler class of this image is the image by the morphism
(2.12) of that of (M,F).
Let us first recall the definition of char/(A4), the relative characteristic variety of
M, (see [11, 14]). If / is smooth, one denotes by VX\y the sub-ring, of Vx generated
by the vertical vector fields, one locally chooses Mo, a coherent Z>x|Y-submodule of M
which generates it, and one sets:
char/(A<) = char(X>x 0 ^ M0).
One checks easily that this does not depend on the choice of Mo. In the general case
(/ not necessarily smooth), one decomposes / by its graph as:
f: X—> X x Y—>Y
J
i
Q
and one sets:
diaif(M) = ti'i~lcharq(ilM).
Let M e D*oh(Vx) and let F e D^_C(X). One says that {M,F) is /-elliptic if
char/(.M) H SS(F) CT*XX.
Since char/(.M) contains char(A^), an /-elliptic pair is elliptic. Let DgQod(£>x) denote
the full triangulated subcategory of Y>^oh(Vx) generated by the objects M such that
for all j € H- and all compact subset K of X, Hj(Ai) may be endowed with a good
filtration in a neighborhood of K. If (M,F) is /-elliptic and moreover M. belongs to
DgQod(I>x), one says that (M,F) is a good /-elliptic pair. If moreover / is proper on
supp M flsupp F, one says that (M, F) has /-proper support. It is proved in [14] that
if (M,F) is a good /-elliptic pair with /-proper support, then /,(F ® M) belongs to
DgQod(Py). Let A0 = char(A/l), Ai = SS(F). We have the canonical morphism:
U •• H°Ao+M(T*X;ir-lux) — ^,Ao+Al)(TT;x-W).
Theorem 5.1 Assume (M,F) is an f-elliptic pair with f-proper support. Then:
/ieu(/,(F 0 M)) = ffi/ie\i(M,F) = f^eu(M)

*M /ieu(F)).

Proof: The proof will decompose into several steps. For short, during this proof, we
will not write the symbol UR" or "L" of right or left derived functors. We introduce
the notations:
1 = 1 x 1, f = f x f:X x X—>YxY.
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We dénote by 6x the diagonal embedding X <—• X x X, and if there is no risk of
confusion, we write 6 instead of 6x- We also set for short:
L

X

L

Y

Ej

=

(F ® M)

(D'F

® DM)

=

L,(F®M)mD(l(F®M)) ® X

®

O

1>X

X

°Y

D

By the results of [14], we have the isomorphisms:
l.Lx

^

f,(F® Mm D'F ®

+*-

DM

®p

x

V _ )
X

®_

Y

D

O

I

Y

l,(F®M)m£,(D'F®DM)® O
Vf

Y

Consider the diagram:
f,Hom (F

®M,F®

Vx

M)

^Hom^^F

® M)J,(F

I

I

*

4-

f\6L

x

• S'f\Lx

•S L

*

-f

+

I

Y

'

I

K*FA llA f\Lx

^•AîV'^AxMAx^X

^•/TTÎV"

y

Y

•7r*rA ^A Z/y

Y

y

I

X

x

I

Y

4-

'6)

Ay

AY

Ay

I

i

i

n*TA 'K~ f\LOx

l

y

• ^^Ay

l

Y

It is enough to prove it is commutative. In fact, applying H°KT(Y;
commutative diagram:
Hom~ (F 0 M, F 0 M)

AX

l

•) to it we get the

0 M))

t

( T * X ; 7T- W )

•

Diaeram (2) commutes since
0

—»

is the restriction to the zéro section of:
h\f

K~ LJy

• H o m ^ ( / , ( F 0 M)J (F

v

H°

y

I

X

n*fn\f'~ ^Ax' ~ Ux
IT

4-

•7r*r MA <WY

7r r /x 5!/!u;x
+

y

(5)

TA IIA 6\UJX—^*^A ^Ayf\S\(jJx

l

® M))

VA*
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(see [7, Prop. 4.3.4]).
Diagram (3) commutes since it is obtained by applying the natural transformation
Tr+rAy/^Ay —• *! to the morphism f\Lx —• Ly.
Diagram (4) commutes. In fact, it is obtained by applying the morphism of functors:
7r*U\tf,~1FAxLlAx

• TT.rAy/iAy/l

to Lx —• 6\UX' Diagrams (6) and (7) obviously commute.
Using the base change formula for elliptic pairs of [14] we see that for V — Q =
F <S>M the map
Wom^Dv(fc"7,P, ft1/,Q ®,rlOvC(o,dy)[dy])
—, Пот rVY(q^l^, fat{q;lQ®q-iVx С^хТИИ))
appearing in Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3 below is an isomorphism. Moreover, the
Kunneth formula for elliptic pairs [loc. cit.] shows that the canonical map
l(F ® M) mUD'F ® DM) ®DYXY °Y*Y —* MP® MmD'F®DM®DxxXOxxx)
is also an isomorphism. Hence, the conjunction of Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3 below,
gives the commutativity of diagram (1). In the same way, Lemma 5.4 below shows that
diagram (5) commutes.
•
Let / : X —> Y be a morphism of complex manifolds. We will decompose / = / x /
as
XxX
dx
X

/1

Xxy
6

/2

X

f

Y xY
0Y
Y

Lemma 5.2 Let V and Q belong to Db(X>Y>). Then we have the canonical commuta
tive diagram:

fi6x,HomVx(V,Q)-

• I(Hom^vxfoa-1P.QÏ1 Q ®q^vx Of^[dx])
-Hom^iq^lV,

bY<HomVY (£P, /,Q)

• Hom^

f2t(q?Q %-iVx

0^[dy]))

{q^fJP, gf1/,Q ®q-iVy O^f [dY])

Proof: The kernel representation of differential operators induces the morphism of
bimodules:
6x{Dx — O^ldx].
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From the relative integration map
j\\Xfixxx\x[dx] —• fixxy|x[dy]j
and the Poincaré-Verdier adjunction formula, we deduce the bimodule morphism:
odx [dx]№
-1Dx — y f1 O,(0,dy)
o XxX
q2-DxQ2
XxY '
Hence, we get the chain of bimodule morphisms:
q?Q DVx — 0 % i$[dx\ ®q2-1^Vx q?Dx - 1
—
Ofd^[dx]^Vxq^Vx^Y
— fii6XÌHomVx [DY].
This chain of morphisms gives rise to the commutative diagram:
6x\Homf-iVY(VX^Y, DX—Y

q?Q ®^Vx 0%i$[dx\ ®q^Vx q?Vx^Y

SX<XQ®DXVX^Y)

><£lQ®q?vx f\0(^y\dY]

By adjunction of the tensor product, this gives us the commutative diagram:
6x\Q

>6x\Homf-iVY(VX^Y, Q®Dx T>X-*Y)

QTlQ%^vx OxZxVx] — H O M ^ ( f e DX-Y q-1?Q %-^Vx fiO^{dY}).
Applying the functor Homq-iVx(q2~lV,') to this diagram, we get the commutative
diagram:
6X\HomVx(V, Q)

Mx

• Sx\nomf-1Vy(V <S^X £>x-^y, Q <S^X VX-+Y)

•Wom,íi/_1JV(fe-1(7>®I,x T>X~YUÏ1Q®^T>X

&°Х*Г№\)

where we have set for short:
Mx = -Homq-iVx{q2-lV,q?Q®q^Vx 0^\dx\).
Applying /11 and using the Poincaré-Verdier adjunction formula, we get the commutative diagram:
fii6XÌHomVx(VÌQ)-^6ìHomf-1VY(V ^x VX^Y,Q®Dx VX^Y)

MXY

h\MX-
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where we have set for short:
MXY = nomq-1VY(q^l{P,q^Q®v-iVx(odx)
Finally, apply /2» and note that the diagram below is commutative:
f2\6\Homf-iVy(V ®DX VX^Y, Q ®px VX^Y)

^Y^nomVY(l{PJlQ)

MY

hiMxy

>nomq-,Vy(q2ll{P, }2MilQ%-^Vx 0$ip[dY])).

Where we have set for short:
MY = nomq-,VY{q?iJP^lQx ®q-^vY C l ^ D •
Lemma 5.3 Let V and Q belong to Db(X>^>). Then, we have the canonical commuta
tive diagram:

hnomq-1Vx (q^V, QilQ 0,-1^ of*x} [dx])

–

Kom^iq^(lftMq^Q®qtgkdx0(0dx)^[dy]))

^omq-lVy {q^l{P,qT'LQ %^VY 0(°^[dY}) <

f®pQXDP

XxX 0XxX)

/ . Q i / . F ^ ^ OyxY

fjQMRfJP ®pyxr 0YxY

Proof: Notice that the diagram below is commutative:
M(QmDV) ®j^p T^ty)

LQm£,Dp

nomq-iVy(q^lJ>,l[(QmfCx) ®ja> D ^ y ®q-iVx q^Vx^Y\)

/, QmHomVy U{P,IJCX)

LQMD£{P

> №omq-iVx{qzlV,QmlCx) Dx T^tyi

• ^omq-1Vy {q^ff, fjQMiJCx)

>Horn -lVy(C1/,QElKY)
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Thanks to the isomorphism
fcXc ®^vx Ox*x —

O^ldx),

and the canonical morphism
I^XLY ^rfP OYXY —• OxxX,

an application of the functor '^JJEPOYXY to the preceding diagram allows us to conclude.
Y
•
Lemma 5.4 Let V belong to Db(D^>). Then, we have the canonical commutative
diagram:
f\((V№DV) ®pXxX Oxxx)
>f\Sx\ux

UfmLtDp) ®DYXY OYXY
UfmDlf)

(g^^ OYXY

6y\f\u>x
>èY\uY

Proof: Recall that the dualizing complex for X>-modules
JCx = nx[dx}^0xVx
has a canonical structure of right X>®2-module and that
8\lCx — 8\Çt[dx]
as X^-modules. Also recall that:
IJCx = MfCx ®pf VxtY)
and that the trace of the duality morphism associated to / is given by the PyMinear
integration morphism
[JCx —• £y.
From the construction of this morphism (see [14]) it is clear that we have the canonical
commutative X^-linear diagram:
ôiffix

• ffilCx

ói/Су

6\)CY-
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In this diagram, the first horizontal arrow is deducedfromthe morphism
t^xty
• £>X2_y2,
the first vertical arrow is deduced from the duality trace map and the second vertical
arrow is deduced from the isomorphism
i№x[dx]

&£fix[dx]

and the integration map
ifixidx]—+nY[dY].
Let us consider the commutative diagram:
hVmDV ®WHP Tfxty) — SifKx — /,«I/CJC
f,rmf,Dp
f,V m HomVv (f,P, fKx) — hfKx

f_{PmHomVY{lf,K,Y)

•fiACy = SiKY

By scalar extension, it gives rise to the commutative diagram:
f XV El DP)
a'
f,vmf,Dv

>f,6iKx
(5.1)

O1 Ky

f.VfSRf.V

Note that a is an isomorphism by the Kunneth formula (see [14]).
Recall that for any holomorphic map / : X —• Y and any right Dx-module A4,
we have
LM ®py °r
MM ®px Ox).
Also recall that the compatibility between the duality morphism for 2}-modules and the
Poincaré-Verdier duality morphism may be expressed by the commutative diagram
(LPx[dx]) ®py Oy

• nY[dY] 0 ^ Oy

MVxldxi 0 D x ^ O x )
fwx

UJy.
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With these facts in mind, the conclusion follows easily by applying the functor
• 0p 0Y to the diagram (5.1).
•
As a particular case of Theorem 5.1, we get:
Corollary 5.5 Let M G Dg0od(X>x) and assume f is proper on suppM. Then:
fxeu(f,M) =

f^en{M)).

Now apply these results to the map / : X —• {pt}. We get:
Corollary 5.6 Let (M, F) be a good elliptic pair with compact support, i.e.:
(i) M e Dbgood(Vx) and F e BhR_c(X),
(ii) char(TW) H SS{F) C T*XX,
(Hi) supp M fl supp F is compact.
Then the complex RT(X] F <g> M ®^ Ox) has finite dimensional cohomology and its
Euler-Poincare index is given by the formulas:

X(RT(X-F®M®^xOx))

=

jxeu(M,F)

=

J(ne\i(M)*piie\i(F))\x

=

f fieu(M) U/xeu(F).
JT*X
Proof: The first formula follows from Theorem 5.1, the second one follows from The
orem 4.1, and the last one from the equality:
(ASUÀi) = (Ao *M Ai)U,
T*X/X
which holds for any Xj e HAj(T*X;7r 1UJX)J = 0,1 and whose proof is left to the
reader.
•
6

Inverse image and external product formulas

Let / : X —• y be a morphism of complex manifolds and let (jV, G) be an elliptic pair
on Y. We shall first study its inverse image by /.
Définition 6.1 We shall say that / is non-characteristic for the elliptic pair (A/*, G) if
/ is non characteristic with respect to the set char (.A/*) + SS{G) (see (2.5)).
Proposition 6.2 Assume f is non-characteristic for the elliptic pair (A/*, G). Then
(/"W, f~lG) is an elliptic pair in a neighborhood of /_1(suppM fl supp G).
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Proof: The hypothesis implies that / is non-characteristic with respect to N and with
respect to G in a neighborhood of suppA/'fl suppG. In particular, / ~ W will be Vxcoherent on a neighborhood of /~1(supp.A/'n suppG).
Let (x;0 G char(/-1AOnS'S(/-1G), and let y = f(x). Since / is non-characteristic
for N and for G, one knows [5, 7] that there exist (y; rj0) G char^) and (y; 771) G SS(G)
such that tf(x).rjj = £ for j = 0,1. Hence tf(x).(rj0 — 771) = 0 which implies by the
hypothesis that 770 — 771 =0, hence rjo — rj\ = 0 since (AT, G) is elliptic.
In view of the above proposition and Theorem 4.1, in order to calculate the microlo
cal Euler class of (/~W, /_1G), it is enough to calculate separately iie\i(£~1AT) and
fie\i(f~lG). As we shall see below, the microlocal Euler class of an IR-constructible
sheaf is nothing but its characteristic cycle, and the functorial properties of this cycle
have been studied in [7], where it is proved in particular that it commutes to inverse
image (and external product). Hence it is enough to calculate the microlocal Euler
class of the inverse image (and external product) of coherent £>-modules. Notice that
such a situation did not appear when studying direct image, where the result obtained
when treating simultaneously both M and F was much stronger than if we would have
assumed / proper on supp M. and on supp F.
Let / : X —• Y be a morphism of complex manifolds. We shall use the notations
(2.12), (2.13), (2.15) of §2.
Theorem 6.3 Let N G Uboh(VYp) and assume f is non-characteristic with respect to
J\f. Then:

A*eu(/-W) = /^GieuCAO).
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.1, and we shall not give here all
details.
Set / = ( / , / ) : X x X —• Y xY, and decompose / as:
XxX
Sx

h

Ax

Y xX
8

h

Y xY

A

/

6V
Ay

Set:
Ly = N X DN OL OYXY,
Dy x y
Lx = F-1 N X Df-1 N OL Oxxx,
DX x X
Ay = charAA,A = /-1Ay,Ax = rAy.
Since / is non-characteristic for M, the natural morphism:
f^RHcmi 1Vy faW, OW?)

Worn iVx(fc1/"W, O^txl

is an isomorphism.
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On the other-hand, the natural /1 'ify-linear morphism:
RfiM^Vy^x ®f-lVx 0XxX[dx)) —• 0YxX[dY]
defines the morphism:
Rfvifr1^

®fr^vY Q^VY-X ®£i„x 0XxX[dx]) — KlM®i?vy °Yxx[dY),

hence the morphism:
<hlrlX®i?vx

Oxxxldx] — / { ( g f W ® ^ 0YxX)\dY\

and this morphism is an isomorphism when / is non-characteristic for Af. Combining
these two isomorphisms, we get the isomorphism:
fìf^Ly

Lx

Then, as for Theorem 5.1, the proof is decomposed by proving the commutativity of
the diagrams below. Until the end of the proof, we shall not write the symbols UR" or
"L" of derived functors, for short.
f-'Hom^iMM)
f~18YLY

>HomVx{r1N,r1N)
• £! f2~1Ly

—

• 6x/i/2_1£y

^flfn^AY^AyLY —• ^*tf\XA^Af2~1LY ~ > 7r*rAx/iAx/l/^1^Vr

*" GJCLX
> ^*^AX MAX^X

^Jflf^^Ay/^AY^Yl^Y ->-7r*rA/XA^!/_1^y ~+K*FAX PAx^Xlf'1^ ®VX/Y -^^^Ax^Ax^Xl^X

The commutativity of the first diagram will follows from Lemma 6.4 and 6.5 below,
and that of the last one from Lemma 6.6 below. Since their proofs follow the same lines
as for the direct image, we shall omit them. The other diagrams obviously commute.
Note that in lemmas 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 below, the reversed arrows will become isomorphisms when assuming that M and N belong to D|? (£>y) and / is non-characteristic.
oh
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Lemma 6.4 Let M and N belong to Db(Py). Then the diagram below commutes.

f-1'Homvy^M)

•/-16yWom9-lpy(g2-1A/-,</r1Al ®q-iVy ©PSyWl)
6lf^Homq-iVY(q^,qTlM ®q-iVy 0^[dy})

6y\f^Homq-1VY(q^,qTlM ®q->Vy O^ldy})

6Xx!\ncymq-lVx{q^rlN^lM ®q-,Vy 0^[dY})

HomVy{rlN,rlM)

-+6xHomq-lT>x(q;1rW,q;lrlM ®q-iVx C?gx\dx\)

Lemma 6.5 Let M and TV belong to Db(X>y). Then the diagram below commutes.

r^Ynomq-,VY (fc-W, q^M ®q-iVy 0^\dY}) «
S'f^Hom^^q^M, q^M ®q-,Vy 0<$<%\dy)) <

rlsYM mm ®j,vxv oYxY
S'f^M MM ®pyxy Oyxy

Sxfifl'nom^^iq^M, q^M ®q-,Vy O^yVr]) *— #xf[filM H£V ®py „ Y OyxY
sy[Homq-,Vx(q^rlM,qixM »q.lVY o^idy)).

6y[MmDTL*®DYXX OyxX[dY/x]

8xHomq-lVx(q^rlM,q^rlM ®q-iVx Of^idx}) ^ / - ^ I C W ^ , , 0XxX
Lemma 6.6 Let ftf belong to Db(2>y). Then we have the commutative diagram:

ñf^NmuM^yOYxY Oyxy

rlAfmDf-lAf(g

Ox x X
DX x X

ñf^NmuM^yOYxY O DW X/Y

6x\f-1 U>Y<8)Lüx/Y

6x\Wx
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Now let M e Bbcoh(Vx) and N e Dcboh(2V).
Theorem 6.7 One has:
/xeu(X \E\Af) = fie\i(M) [x] fieu(Af).
Proof: We set:
Lx = MmDM®%XxXOxxx,
ly

= NmDM®%YxYoYxYl

LX*Y = (MmWm(MMm&W^XXYXXXYOxxYxxxY,

Ax = char (Al), Ay = char(AO, A = Ax x Ay.
Then the diagram below obviously commutes, which completes the proof.
HomVx (M,M)m 'HomVx (A/*, M)

HomVx

8'XLX№$YLY-

>8\Lx№Ly)-

>8lL
XxY

7r*rAxfl&xLx [X]7r*rAy/iAy^y

• K*YAHA{LX \Ei L>Y)

>n*FAfJ<ALxxY

7r.rAx/XAx5!^x[E]7r.rAy/XAy*!^y ^ ^a^AM^X ElkY)
-K+TAX^UX ED 7T.rAy TT~lUJy

7

(MMAfMmN)

• tt^att"1 (ux El OJy)

•

AV>A&\UXXY

'K*YA'K~1UJXXY

Examples

7.1 Euler class offft-constructiblesheaves
Let F be an object of Djl_c(X), X being still a complex manifold. We shall prove that
/xeu(F) is nothing but CC(F), the characteristic cycle of F constructed by Kashiwara
in [6], (see also [7, Chapter IX]). Recall that CC(F) is obtained as the image of idp €
Hom(F, F) in HA(T*X; TT^UX), (where A = 55(F)), by the sequence of morphisms:
KHom{F,F)

8\FmDF)
RTC*RTAIJ<A (F [x] DF)
—• RK+RTAHA&WX
~

RK+RTAK^LJX-
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Proposition 7.1 Let F G T>^_C(X). Then:
/xeu(F) = CC(F)
Proof: We start with the commutative diagram:
6i<Dx

6xKHamVx (Ox, tlx)

Vxmvx

sixmDnx®zxxxOxxx

Tensoring by qïlF, then applying RHom(q2lF, •), we get the commutative diagram:
6\RHom(F)F)

6iKHomv(F®nx,F®nx)

FmDF

F®Clx№D'F®Dnx®£,
0XxX
L>XxX

Set

H = F®nxmDfF®nnx®t;vDX.XOxxx
We have a commutative diagram:
FmDF —>

H

6\UJx — fi\^xHence we have a commutative diagram, in which A = SS(F):
RHom{F, F)

RHomT,(F®ílx,F®ílx)

6lF\x\DF

ôlH

R7r*RrAßA(FmDF)

Rir*RTAu.AH

R7r*RrAu.&6\(Jx =

R7r*RTA6iuJX

7?7Г+ДГл7Г lüJX
=
Д7Г*ЛГл7Г 1WX
The result follows by applying the functor H°KT(X\ •)•

•

7.2 Euler class of ©-modules and 5-modules
Let us first recall the construction of the microlocal Euler class of a coherent £>x-module,
which of course, is a little easier than that of an elliptic pair.
Let M G D^(X>x), and let A = char(.M). The isomorphism of (Dx, Z>x)-bimodules
Dv ~ B{0;dx)
"X — °&\XxX
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gives rise to the chain of morphisms:
RHomVx(M,M)=RHomqa-1dx( ^ i q ^ M ^ M ^ - i ^ B ^ x )
~ (M mn.M) ®%xxx BA\XxX[-dx]
—• RntRTAfiA(MmDM ®^xxx 0XxX)
—• RK*RT\u.&8\ujx
~ RT^RTATT^UX'

This defines the morphism:
RomVx(M,M)—*Hl(T*X;ir-lu;x)
and since this morphism is obviously the same as that constructed for elliptic pairs in
§3, /j,eu(M) is the image of id^f.
Let Ex denote the sheaf on T*X offiniteorder microdifferential operators of [10] (see
also [11] for a detailed exposition). We shall adapt our construction of the microlocal
Euler class to the case of coherent £x-modules.
One denotes by CA\XXX the simple holonomic £xxx-module associated to the diagonal embedding A ^ I x I , the "microlocalization" of the £>x-module B^\xxx
encountered above. Isomorphism (3.2) entails the isomorphism of {Ex, £x)-bimodules:
(o,dx)
Ex^C A\XxX'

(7.1)

Consider a coherent right Ex-module Af defined on an open subset U oiT*X (or more
generally an object of the derived category Dc0h(££p|f/))- One can adapt to this situation
the construction of the microlocal Euler class of elliptic pairs. Set
DN=RHomSx(N,Ex®^0x

*-lnx[dx])

and let A = suppAf. Morphism (7.1) gives rise to the chain of morphisms:
KHom£x(N,N)

Шх)
®. сEx
^ RHomq-Í£x (<72- W, qílNq1-1
Д|ХхХ
= N X DN O L СА\ХХХ[—dx]
£ххх
4^- КГА(ЛГ\х\Ш® L CA\xxx[-dx])
£ххх
КГА 7 (C (2dx) ®в СА\ХХХ)
Л\ХхХ dx xX
~ КГА7Г lüüX'

Applying the functor H Rr(U; •), we obtain the morphism:
Horn fx (A/", A/")

tf°([/;7r-V).

(7.2)

Definition 7.2 Let Af G D^oh(^p|[/). The image of ioV by the morphism (7.2) is
called the microlocal Euler class of Af and is denoted u.e\i(Af).
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This definition is clearly compatible to that we have made for £>-modules, which
implies that if U is open in T*X and if M belongs to D£oh(X>x), then:
/zeu(£x ^-iVx ir~lM\u) = veu(M)\u-

(7.3)

Remark 7.3 Let Ex denote the sheaf of microlocal operators constructed in [10]. Re
call that it is defined as:
£^ = ^O^x)[dx].

(7.4)

IfAf€Dcboh(£2V),weset
Mu = Af®£x£f.
Then replacing CA\XXX by C^XXX in the above construction, one sees it would be
possible to define directly the microlocal Euler class of J\fu for
perfect. Using the
isomorphism
CA\XxX ®SXxX CA|XxX ^ CA\XXX ®eXxX CA|XXX>
one gets that /xeu(A/*) = /xeu(A/rIR). In particular, fie\i(Af) depends only on Afn.
7.3 Euler class of holonomic modules
Let Af be a holonomic £x-module defined on an open subset U of T*X, and let A
denotes its support (i.e., its characteristic variety). Then A is a closed complex analytic
Lagrangian subset of U, conic for the action of (Cx on T*X and there is a complex conic
smooth submanifold A0 C A which is open and dense in A. Let A0 = LL Aa, the Aa's
being locally closed smooth and connected.
On each Aa, the £x-module Af has a well-defined multiplicity raa, defined by Kashiwara in [5]. Moreover, each Aa is closed in
U':=U\(A\\jAa)
a
and defines a Lagrangian cycle [Aa] in U'. Since U\U' has real codimension at least
two in U, the sum Z)ama[Aa] defines a Lagrangian cycle on U supported by A. Let us
denote it by CC(Af). Then:
CC(Af)eH°A(U;7r-lu;x).
Proposition 7.4 Let Af be a holonomic Sx-module. Then:
fie\x(Af) = CC(Af).
Proof: Since both terms of the formula are Lagrangian cycles, it is enough to prove the
result at generic points of A. Hence we may assume A = T£X fl [/*, where Z is a closed
complex submanifold of X. Since /xeu(A/") depends only on Afu (see Remark 7.3), we
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may assume that AT is a finite direct sum of sheaves Cz\x ®0x
remains to prove the formula:

on U. Hence, it

Meu(Bzix) = [T*ZX]

(7.5)

This equality is a corollary of our preceding results. In fact, consider the embedding
i : Z <-^> X and the projection a : Z —• {pt}. Then Bz\x — i*(Oz), and Oz =
a_1((C{pt}). Since the Lagrangian cycle [T|X] is the direct image by the map i of the
inverse image by a of the Lagrangian cycle (C on the manifold {pt}, the result follows
from Theorems 5.1 and 6.3.
•
Corollary 7.5 Let M be a holonomic Vx-module. Then
/xeu(M) = fien(M ®£x Ox).
In other words, the microlocal Euler class of a holonomic X>x-module is the same as
that of the complex of its holomorphic solutions. (Recall that this last complex is
constructible by [4].)
Proof: The result follows from Proposition 3.2 and the equality
CC{M) = CC(M

Ox)

proved in [5], but it can also be obtained directly, by considering the commutative
diagram below.
KHomVx(M,M)
sl(MmRM^xxx

>KHomVx(M <8>£x Ox,M^x

oXxX)^^-8l((M®£x

Vxldx} ®£x Ox

-

ox)m{DM^x

Ox)
ox))

>u>x
•

7.4 Euler class of (9-modules
Consider a coherent Ox-module T. To it, one can associate the right coherent Vx~
module T®0x Vx. We shall show that the Euler class of this £>x-module is the natural
image of a cohomology class which belongs to H^vpT(X\ Qx). For that purpose, let us
introduce the following notations.
Let T and Q be two (9x-modules. We set:
D0T = RHom0x{T,nx{dx}),
TMoG = oXxX®0xljaDx(Tmg).
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Now assume T is Ox-coherent and consider the chain of moronisms:
RHom0x(f,f) —• 6'(TmoD0f)F 0 ^ ? ® oDo? —• ilx[dx].
This defines:
Hom0x{T,T)—.HDXHXA

Wx).

(7.6)

Definition 7.6 Let T be a coherent (9x-module and let S denote its support. The
image of id? in Hsx(X',Qx) by the morphism (7.6) is called the holomorphic Euler
class of T and denoted by euc>(^r).
The natural morphismOx[dx]—• ^x defines the morphism:
a:Hix(X;Six)-^H°s(X;u;xy

(7.7)

Proposition 7.7 Let T be a coherent Ox-module. Then eu(T ®0x Vx) is the image
ofeuoiJ7) by the morphism (7.7).

Proof: We start with the commutative diagram:
SiOx

• SiVx
(Vx\x\DVx)®£xlESDxöXxX.

Ox№oD0Ox

Applying the functor qx 1Jr®q-i(Dx •, then the functor RHomq-i0x(q2 XT, •), we get the
commutative diagram:
6\RHom0x {T, T)
F X d OoF

• 6\KHomVx [T 0Ox Vx, T 0Ox Vx)
{T®0x Vx)№D(T®0y Vx) 6àL D0X
OxxX-

Set
h = (t ®0x vx) mniT ®0x vx) ®vXxX oXxX.
Then
h ~ (t ®Qx Vx) mmr ®0x vx) ®vxw>x °x*x'
On the other hand, we have the commutative diagram:
r1T H oDo?
n [dx]

• 8~1H

>U)X-

x
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Hence, we get the commutative diagram:
RHom0x[T,T)

• RHomVx(T ®0x VX,T ®Qx Vx)

0! (F X o DOx F

>6lH

ttxldx}-

UJX

which completes the proof.

•

Remark 7.8 The holomorphic Euler class of a coherent C^-module is known for long,
and O'Brian, Toledo and Tong [9] have proved that this class can be obtained as the
term of degree dx of the product of the Chern character of T by the Todd class of X.
See §7 below for further comments on this point.
Remark 7.9 One should not confuse the holomorphic Euler class e\iox(') and the
Euler class eu(-). For example, a(euox(Ox)) = eu(X>x) and e\i(Ox) = eu((Cx). If one
chooses X = P1((C), it followsfromTheorem 5.1 that:
lxeu(Ox) = 2,

(7.8)

Jxeuox(Ox) = 1.

(7.9)

This example also shows that the diagram below is not commutative.
CX

>Ox

Wx

nx[dx]

Here, the first and second vertical arrows are defined by
6r<Ex—>®x№u;x,
and
6iOx—>OxmoD0Ox,
respectively, as in the proofs of Propositions 3.2 and 3.8.
Remark 7.10 Let T be a coherent Ox-module and denote by S its support. Then
char(.F®0x Vx) = Tr"1^, hence:
/xeuCF 0Ox Vx) = n* eu(JF 0Ox VX),
where 7r* is the isomorphism:
H°S(X;ux)

H°„-1S(T*X;TT-1LJX).
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8

A conjectural link with Chern classes

Let X be a complex manifold, Z a complex analytic subset and denote by Kzn(X) the
Grothendieck group of the full subcategory of T>^OH(OX) consisting of objects supported
by Z. In this section we shall assume to be constructed a local Chern character:
chz : KT(X)

®H2zj(X;(Ex)
j

such that if we define the local Euler character by the formula:
euZ(T) = chz(T)Utdx(TX)

(where U is the cup product and tdx(-) is the Todd class), then the local Chern character
is compatible to external product and inverse image and the local Euler character is
compatible to external product and proper direct image, this last point being what
we shall refer as the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem. Such a construction does
exists in the algebraic case (see [2]). In the analytic case, one can construct chz(-) after
shrinking X (see [3]). More precisely, let X' be an open relatively compact subset of
X. Then one defines the natural morphism:
p : K?(X) — KfiX')
by realification. If T is a bounded complex of coherent Ox-modules, we associate to it
the complex T®" \— AXTR 0Ox T, where AXIR denotes the sheaf of real analytic functions
on the real analytic manifold Xu underlying X. Applying Cartan's theorem "A" (on
the closure of X') we see that FM defines an element of Kzop{X'). Unfortunately, the
Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem (with supports) has, to our knowledge, never
been written in this case. Hence the results of this section should be considered as
conjectural, or should be stated with suitable modifications (e.g. assuming we work in
the algebraic category).
Now consider a left coherent £>x-module M. endowed with a goodfiltrationand
whose characteristic variety is contained in a closed conic analytic subset A of T*X.
Let gr(M) denote the associated graded module and set:
gr(M) = OT*x ®K-igr{vx) n~lgr{M).

Note that the element GK(M) of #£n(T*X) defined by gr(M) locally depends only on
M, not on the choice of the goodfiltration[5].
Let / : X —• Y be a morphism of complex manifolds. We shall use the notations
introduced in §2, in particular in (2.9), (2.12), (2.13) and (2.15).
First consider a closed conic subset Ay of T*Y, and assume / is non-characteristic
with respect to Ay (i.e. */' is proper on /"^Ay)). Then the morphisms:
/; : K^(TY) — K%lAx{X xY T*Y),
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and
7 : : K%iAY(X XY T*Y) —

K$(AY){T*X)

are well-defined and if Af is a left coherent Py-module whose characteristic variety is
contained in Ay, it follows from Kashiwara [5] that:
7:/>AV(ao=of^Y){riM).
Similarly if / is proper on Ax fl TXX (i.e.

(8.1)

is proper on tf'~1(Ay)), then:

7'* : KTX(T*X) —> ^-i(Ax)(X xy T*y)
and
U*: ^ r - ^ A y ) ^ Xy ^*^) —* Ku(*x)(T*Y)
are well-defined, and it is shown in Laumon [8] that if AA is a right good £>x-module
whose characteristic variety is contained in Ax, then:
UtroKAM)

(8.2)

= <TMAX)&M).

Finally one shows easily that:
^Ax(A4)^\aAy(Af)—aAXxAy(M m

N)

(8.3)

Using the Riemann-Roch-Grothendieck Theorem at the level of cotangent bundles,
Laumon (loc.cit.) has deduced from (8.2) a formula which computes the Chern charac
ters of ^/M(Ax)(/i-W) from that of crAx(A4). In order to get a class which behaves well
both under direct and inverse images, we introduce the following:
Definition 8.1 Let AA (resp. Af) be a right (resp. left) coherent Px-module endowed
with a good filtration and whose characteristic variety is contained in a closed conic
analytic subset A of T*X. We define the microlocal Chern character of AA and Af along
A as:
fichA(M) = chA(<TA(M))UTr*tdx(TX),
u,chA(Af) = chA{aA{Af))UTr*tdx(T*X).
We denote by ^ch3A(AA) the component of fichA(A4) in HA(T*X\ (Er*x), and similarly
for Af.
This definition is motivated by the two following statements.
Proposition 8.2 The microlocal Chern character of the right Vx-module AA ®ox fix
is the microlocal Chern character of the left Vx-module AA. In other words, if A4 is a
left Vx-module:
fichA(M ®ox fix) = ^ichA(M).
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Proof: Recall that if E is a complex vector bundle of rank d, then denoting by Ci(-)
the first Chern class:
tdx(E*) = eCliE^Utdx(E),
ch(KdE) = eCl(E).
Choosing E = TX, we get:
tdx{T*X) = ch(Qx) U tdx{TX),
hence:
chA(aA{M ®0x nx)) U ir*tdx{TX) = chA(aA(M)) U K*ch{Slx) U <ir*tdx(TX)
= c/iA(aA(M))U7r*^x(T*X).
•
Theorem 8.3 Let M (resp. Af) be a coherent Vx-module (resp. Vy-module) endowed
with a good filtration, and let Ax (resp. Ay) denote its characteristic variety.
(i) Assume f in non-characteristic for Af. Then:

r(tichAY(A)) = McV(Ay)(/"W).
(ii) Assume f is proper on swppA4. Then:
MfichAx(M)) = V>chMAx)(f^M).
(Hi) One has:
u.chAx{M)№ №hAY{Af) = pLchAxxAY(M\ZiAf).
Notice that in the above statements (i) and (ii), A4 or Af can either be a right or a
left D-module (of course, in (iii) they need to be of the same type). This follows from
Proposition 8.2 since
l^M®0xilx) = {^M)®0Y fty,
and similarly for inverse images.
Proof: In the course of the proof we shall sometimes use the following notations: if W
is a manifold, we set for short
td(W) = tdw(TW).
Then recall that if p : E —• W is a complex vector bundle on W, one has:
td(E) = tdE(TE) = p*tdw(E)Up*td(W),
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which follows from the exact sequence of vector bundles on W:
0 —• p~lE —• TE —• v~lTW —• 0.
Also recall the diagram associated to /:
T*X 7 '
7Tx
X

X xy T*Y fx
7T
X

T*Y
TTy

f

Y

(i) We may assume M is a left Py-module. Using (8.1) and the Riemann-Roch-Grothendieck theorem applied to the map tf\ we obtain:
chf,iAY)aMAy)(rlAf) U td(T*X) = chfUAytff'JZvAyW] U td(T*X)
= t/,![/;c/LAY<TAy(A^) U td(X xy T*Y)].
Hence:
chMAY)(Jf»(AY)(rlN) U 7T*xtdX{T*X) U 7T*xtdX(TX)
= ^WftchAyCAyW) U 7T*tdx(TX) U 7r7**dy(T*y)]
= 'f'lKlchAytTAyW U 7r^tdy(T*r)] U 7T*xtdx(TX)
and the result follows since tdx(TX) has an inverse.
(ii) We may assume M is a right X>x-module. Using (8.2) and the Riemann-RochGrothendieck theorem, we get:
cfeWAx)^(Zi(^)Utd(T*y)) =
chfMAU?r^x{M)]Utd{T*Y)
= Ui?f*chAX<TAx(M) U td(X xy T*y)].
Hence:
chMAx)<TMAX)&M) U 7R^tdy(ry) U TR^tdy(ry)
= f*\?f*chAx(TAx(M) U 7T*tdx(TX) U 7r7*tdy(T*y)]
- A.'n^Ax^AxCM) U tt^x(TX)] U Trf tdY(T*Y)
and the result follows since tdY(T*Y) is invertible.
(iii) follows from (8.3) and the fact that ch(-) commutes to external product.

•

As a corollary we get that if M and N are two Dx-modules with characteristic variety
contained in A0 and Ai respectively, and if A0 fl Ai C TXX, then:
/xc/i(A0+Ai)(A< <8>£x AO = ^chAo(M) *M iichAl(N).
In view of Theorem 8.3, the microlocal Chern character has the same functorial prop
erties as the microlocal Euler class.
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Let us come back to the situation of Definition 8.1 and set:
ca = coding A.
It is clear that:
pch{(M) = 0 for j < 2cA.
Proposition 8.4 The component of degree 2ca of the microlocal Chern character of
M, that is, fich2AA(M), is the characteristic cycle of M along A. In particular if M is
holonomic:

u,ch2Adx(M) = Lieu(M).
Proof: Since fj,chA(M) is zero for j < 2cA,we have
uch\c\M) = [chx{aA{gr{M))T\
and it is well-known that the term on the right-hand side is the analytic cycle on A of
the (!>r*x-coherent module gr(M), that is, the characteristic cycle of M.
•
Now we make the following conjectures:
Conjecture 8.5

(i) jichjK(M) = 0 for j i [2cA,2dx],

(ii) fichAdx(M) = fieu(M).
By Proposition 8.4, Conjecture 8.5 (ii) is true for holonomic £>x-modules. Moreover
it follows from Remark 7.10 and the work of O'Brian-Toledo-Tong [9] that Conjecture 8.5 is true for induced Px-modules, i.e., for modules of the type T ®0 Vx, T
being Ox-coherent.
Example 8.6 Let M be a compact n-dimensional real analytic manifold, X a complexification of M, M a right coherent Vx-module, elliptic on M. By Corollary 5.6,
we have:
x(HT(M; M 1/2 Ox)) = j /xeu(M) U /ieu(<DM).
J T* x
Denote by a M the zero-section embedding M T^X and by j the embedding T^X ^
T*X. Since T^X fl char(AI) is contained in M, we get:
/

/zeu(A*)U/xeu((CM) = /

JT*X

f fie\i(M) = f <r*Mf /xeu(-M).

JT^JX

JM

Now assume Conjecture 8.5 (ii) is true. We get, with A = char(.M):
X{RT{M-M®ï,xOx)) = JMa*Mf[ch(crA(M))lln*tdx(TX)}
= / a*M\j*ch(aA(M))]UtdM(TM,x).
JM

This is the classical Atiyah-Singer index formula.
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